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Blind with Camera:
A Change of Perspective

Vaibhav Girkar

The idea of the blind and visually impaired dabbling in photography may sound a bit bizarre at
first, but thanks to Partho Bhowmick and his Blind with Camera initiative, it’s bound to change.
By Priyanka Tilve
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Partho with Mahesh Umrrania, a late blind who
enjoys photography and believes that photography
helps him reconnect with the visual world.
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world.” Convinced, he decided to take
it ahead in India, and his journey began
in 2005. He shared his ideas with the
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National Association of Blind (NAB), and
conducted sessions with the visually
challenged to see their reaction. From 10
students in 2006, today he has over 100.

The Process
Partho explains how he goes about
teaching the visually impaired. “First
you need to understand the nature of

Want to help Partho?
Partho is trying to find technology that can
enable the blind to take photographs. On the top
of his list is a talking camera, which will feature
audio outputs for every function and possibly
with an option of instantly printing a raised
image. Samsung China has developed such a
camera, but it hasn’t been launched yet. The

second thing on his mind is software that can
describe images in languages understood by the
blind. Lastly, software to convert pictures into
line diagrams, which can be printed as touch and
raised pictures. If you think you have ideas that
can help, you can get in touch with Partho
Bhowmick on partho@blindwithcamera.org.
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The Vision
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An audio aid describes the photograph and guides a blind visitor to feel the
raised thermal image of the actual photograph to understand it.
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